
26th September 2021

Dear Paddy

Pursuant to our recent conversation regarding the health and safety issues surrounding the 
intersection of Stafford Road and Station Road, I have bullet pointed the concerns and possible 
suitable solutions.

Since this issue was raised with the Roads Department of the Highland Council some 15 years 
ago, not only have our concerns been completely ignored but, more worryingly, the traffic volume 
has increased significantly to the point that today, the aforementioned intersection has now 
become very unsafe to navigate - both for cars exiting Stafford Road and for cars approaching 
from Embo direction and wishing to turn left up Stafford Road hill.

The traffic coming from the direction of Embo approaches this intersection after driving through a 
very dark, shaded area of road caused by overhanging trees.    Often this traffic is still speeding ie. 
very much in excess of 30mph and suddenly can easily come upon a vehicle (car, coach or HGV) 
exiting the bottom of Stafford Hill/Road.

Suitable solutions:

1. There should be a sign(s) at the bottom of Stafford Hill/Road and also on Station Road stating 
that this hill is unsuitable for HGVs and coaches.

      (I note that there is a projected plan - work commencing sometime in 2022, hopefully by the 
      end of March - which entails cutting the corner of the property owned by the Dornoch Hotel at 
      the other end of Stafford Road/intersection with Grange Road.)

2.   There should be also a sign on Station Road on the approach from Embo stating “no left turn”.
      The reason for this is that it is extremely difficult to make this turn in a large automobile without
      swinging out wide to the right prior to making the turn ie. crossing over onto the side of 
      oncoming traffic.     Not a wise manoeuvre - but necessary due to the present layout - and also
      a dangerous one.    Often with a driver having to make this dangerous manoeuvre, the 
      likelihood is one of having to reverse before being able to complete the turn is also high - even
      more so if another driver is coming down Stafford Hill at the same time.    

      Both of these scenarios are dangerous putting the public at unnecessary risk of an accident.
      I should also mention that if there is someone walking up/down Stafford Hill at the same time - 
      with no footpath on either side of the road to avoid passing vehicles - that is also putting the 
      public at unnecessary risk of an accident.

Bearing in mind that due to the significant increase in traffic flow on Stafford Hill and around this 
intersection, I feel that unless something is done by the Roads Department, this is an accident 
waiting to happen.

Maybe the Roads Department should also consider putting in single lane working chicanes along 
Station Road (like the one on Evelix Road, opposite the Willows) to slow down speeding traffic - in 
both directions - along that stretch.    I recommend this strongly as there are now many people 
using the pavement from the town centre out towards the Springfield development.



Respectfully I request that the Dornoch Community Council put the Roads Department on notice
that unless these issues are remedied as soon as possible, there might well be a serious accident/
fatality.

Health and safety is a very sensitive matter these days carrying considerable political clout and I 
am certain the Highland Council will not wish to be named, shamed or sued for not carrying out 
these vital safety measures.

Gavin
     


